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            Abstract
Tumour metastasis is a complex process involving reciprocal interplay between cancer cells and host stroma at both primary and secondary sites, and is strongly influenced by microenvironmental factors such as hypoxia1. Tumour-secreted proteins play a crucial role in these interactions2,3,4,5 and present strategic therapeutic potential. Metastasis of breast cancer to the bone affects approximately 85% of patients with advanced disease and renders them largely untreatable6. Specifically, osteolytic bone lesions, where bone is destroyed, lead to debilitating skeletal complications and increased patient morbidity and mortality6,7. The molecular interactions governing the early events of osteolytic lesion formation are currently unclear. Here we show hypoxia to be specifically associated with bone relapse in patients with oestrogen-receptor negative breast cancer. Global quantitative analysis of the hypoxic secretome identified lysyl oxidase (LOX) as significantly associated with bone-tropism and relapse. High expression of LOX in primary breast tumours or systemic delivery of LOX leads to osteolytic lesion formation whereas silencing or inhibition of LOX activity abrogates tumour-driven osteolytic lesion formation. We identify LOX as a novel regulator of NFATc1-driven osteoclastogenesis, independent of RANK ligand, which disrupts normal bone homeostasis leading to the formation of focal pre-metastatic lesions. We show that these lesions subsequently provide a platform for circulating tumour cells to colonize and form bone metastases. Our study identifies a novel mechanism of regulation of bone homeostasis and metastasis, opening up opportunities for novel therapeutic intervention with important clinical implications.
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                    Figure 1: Tumour-secreted LOX is a critical player in ER− breast cancer bone metastasis.[image: ]


Figure 2: Osteolytic lesion formation in ER− mammary carcinoma models is LOX dependent.[image: ]


Figure 3: Tumour-secreted LOX modulates osteoclasts and osteoblasts in vitro and in vivo.[image: ]


Figure 4: LOX-mediated lesions are osteoclast-driven and enhance circulating tumour cell colonization.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 LOX is hypoxia regulated and strongly associated with osteotropism and metastasis.

a, Retrospective analysis of our patient cohort including only ER− patients showed that the hypoxic signature is not significantly associated with liver relapse (P = 0.98), brain relapse (P = 0.17) or lung relapse (P = 0.13). b, log2 expression levels under conditions of hypoxia (1% O2) and normoxia (21% O2) for secreted proteins from the MDA-MB-231 parent and MDA-MB-231 bone tropic (BT) 1833 cell line. Data representative of four repeats, two label-free repeats, and two SILAC (standard and reverse-label) repeats. Acquisition performed on the Orbitrap Q-Exactive (Thermo Fisher Scientific). c, Overlaps between repeats of global secretome analysis in MDA-MB-231 parent and MDA-MB-231 bone tropic cells grown in normoxic (21% O2) and hypoxic (1% O2) conditions from label-free and SILAC approaches. d, Immunoblotting for LOX in MDA parent and 1833 bone tropic subclone under conditions of hypoxia (1% O2) and normoxia (21% O2) confirming expression levels seen in proteomic and transcriptomic analyses. Scans of original western blots available as Supplementary Information.


Extended Data Figure 2 Extended patient data analysis.

a, Across all breast cancer patients, the expression of LOX is associated with metastasis formation (P = 0.023) and in particular with ER− breast cancer patients (P = 0.0029). b, An additional Kruskal–Wallis test between reported bone relapse, relapse elsewhere and no relapse patients with an additional contrast test wherein all pairwise groups were considered shows that in all patients LOX expression is associated with bone relapse compared with no relapse (P = 0.0389). This also pertains to ER− patients (P = 0.0126) but not ER+ patients (P = 0.9537). c, Cox-regression using log2(LOX expression data) was used to estimate the hazard ratio in two analyses. One analysis used the no-relapse patients and the bone relapse patients (data belonging to Fig. 1f), and the second analysis included all patients (data belonging to Extended Data Fig. 2a). LOX expression is associated with increased hazard ratio, particularly in ER− patients in both analyses.


Extended Data Figure 3 Additional patient data analysis in a supporting patient cohort.

a, ROC curve analysis shows LOX expression may be indicative of metastatic dissemination of ER− breast cancer (area under the curve 0.77, P < 0.0001) but not ER+ patients (area under the curve 0.55, P < 0.1504). b, In an alternative second patient data set14 (PubMed identifier 12490681) reporting data on 295 lymph-node-negative patients who did not receive adjuvant therapy, with available site of relapse, LOX is significantly higher expressed in bone relapse ER− patients, compared with other groups confirming data from the original data set.


Extended Data Figure 4 Hypoxia-induced tumour-derived LOX stimulates osteolytic lesion formation in the absence of tumour cells.

a, Immunoblotting of 4T1 mammary carcinoma line stably expressing either a scrambled (scr) or shLOX vector which leads to a significant decrease in levels of detectable LOX. Scans of original western blots available in Supplementary Information. b, Micro-CT scanning and reconstruction with structural analysis shows decreases in trabecular bone volume (as a percentage of total bone volume) (n = 3 mice per group). c, Decreases in trabecular number (per millimetre) (n = 3 mice per group) and d, decreases in trabecular thickness in tibiae of mice bearing 4T1scr mammary fatpad tumours over time (n = 3 mice per group). e, Micro-CT analysis of mouse tibiae shows increases in focal osteolytic lesions in 4T1scr tumour-bearing mice develop over time (n = 3 mice per group). *P < 0.05**, P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, unpaired parametric one-tailed t-test. f, Representative immunohistochemical staining for pimonidazole (Hypoxyprobe) in 4 μm section of 4T1 orthotopic mammary carcinoma, 3 weeks after implantation, shows hypoxia (brown staining) as a salient feature of tumours. Scale bar, 250 μm. g, Bioluminescent imaging of luciferase signal 2 weeks after explant of samples taken from primary tumour, lung, bone marrow (tibia) and distant skin samples at 1–5 weeks after primary tumour implant. Selection was under 500 μg ml−1 zeocin for the luciferase expression cassette (n = 3 mice per time point). h, Quantification of g as a percentage of positive luciferase expressing explants from various sites after 4T1 tumour implant shows tumour cells do not begin to arrive in the bone until 3 weeks. i, qRT–PCR detection of luciferase expressing 4T1 tumour cells in secondary organs confirms explant culture experiments (n = 3 mice per time point).


Extended Data Figure 5 Effects of LOX modulation on circulating sera levels, primary tumour growth and osteolytic lesion formation.

a, ELISA for LOX in the sera of 4T1scr and 4T1shLOX tumour-bearing mice (n: ELISA signal (arbitrary units) in mouse sera: 3 mice per group) shows decreased levels of circulating LOX upon genetic silencing at the primary tumour. *P < 0.05, unpaired parametric two-tailed t-test. b, Growth curves as determined by calliper measurement for orthotopic 4T1scr and 4T1shLOX mammary tumours show no difference between primary tumour growth (n: mice; 3 per group). c, Injection of hypoxic CMs from SW480 human colorectal cancer cells stably expressing one of; empty vector control (EV), full-length LOX (+LOX), or a catalytically inactive full-length LOX (+mutLOX) (K320A) confirms a LOX-dependent mechanism of focal osteolytic lesion generation in a second human model of cancer (n: mice; 8 per group). **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, unpaired parametric two-tailed t-test. d, CTX ELISA (RatLaps) on sera of mice injected intraperitoneally twice a week with rLOX for 3 weeks. CTX is a telopeptide that can be used as a biomarker in the serum to measure the rate of bone turnover (n: nanograms per millilitre circulating CTX-I in mouse sera; 5 mice per group). All data are mean ± s.e.m. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, unpaired parametric two-tailed t-test.


Extended Data Figure 6 LOX modulates osteoclasts and osteoblast behaviour independently of RANKL.

a, ELISA for RANKL in the CM of osteoclast cultures shows no detectable levels of RANKL in M-CSF alone (negative control) and rLOX cultures excluding the likelihood of autocrine production by cells in response to rLOX (n: ELISA signal (arbitrary units); data are from three independent experimental repeats in all groups). *P < 0.05, unpaired parametric two-tailed t-test. b, All proteins detected by mass spectrometry analysis in the rLOX preparations (based on MaxQuant 1.5 peptide identity score of 50 and a minimum of two unique MS peptide observations). c, Examples of nuclear localization of NFATc1 after addition of rLOX in the presence and absence of the LOX antibody (green, NFATc1; red, phalloidin; blue, DAPI). d, Representative alizarin red S plate showing mineralization ability (calcium deposits as detected by alizarin red S staining) of primary calvarial mouse osteoblasts after treatment with dexamethasone (positive control) or rLOX ± LOX ab; quantification shown in Fig. 3g. e, High-LOX-containing hypoxic 4T1scr CM significantly reduces cell proliferation of the human osteoblast-like SaOS-2 cell line, which can be partly blocked by treatment with anti-LOX antibody (n: normalized cell number per well; control 24 wells; 4T1scr CM 49 wells; 4T1scr CM + LOX Ab 51 wells). Data collected over three independent experimental repeats. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, unpaired parametric two-tailed t-test. f, Mineralization ability (calcium deposits as detected by alizarin red S staining) is increased in the human osteoblast-like SaOS-2 cell line in response to high-LOX-expressing hypoxic 4T1scr CM, the effects of which can be attenuated using the anti-LOX antibody (n: alizarin red S staining per well, data taken from three independent repeats; control 18 wells; 4T1scr CM 9 wells; 4T1scr CM + LOX Ab 9 wells). All data are mean ± s.e.m. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, unpaired parametric two-tailed t-test.


Extended Data Figure 7 Additional in vivo analysis of lesion formation and primary tumour growth.

a, 4T1scr tumour-bearing mice treated with our LOX antibody show a decrease in osteoclast perimeter in tibial bones in support of LOX as a modulator of osteoclastogenesis shown in Fig. 3 (n: mice; 4T1scr Tumour + IgG 5, 4T1scr Tumour + LOX Ab 7). Data are mean ± s.e.m. *P < 0.05, unpaired parametric two-tailed t-test. b, Weekly tumour volumetric measurements for 4T1scr tumour-bearing mice treated with either zoledronic acid (0.6 mg kg−1 intraperitoneally) or vehicle (PBS), show that, when administered alone, zoledronic acid does not affect primary 4T1scr primary tumour growth in vivo (n: mice; 4 in all groups). c, Pearson correlation shows a positive correlation between lesion number as determined by micro-CT analysis and luciferase signal (radiance (photons per second per square centimetre per steradian)) from 4T1Luc tumour cells within the bone (r = 0.58, 95% CI 0.2778–0.7834, P = 0.0009 (two-tailed)).
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        Editorial Summary
LOX a key to site of metastasis
Why some tumours metastasize to specific tissues, such as lungs or bone, is in many cases unclear. Janine Erler and colleagues show that metastasis to the bone of certain breast cancers can be driven by the enzyme lysyl oxidase (LOX) produced by the metastatic tumour cells. LOX induces bone lesions by promoting the formation of bone-absorbing osteoclast cells. The lesions appear to provide breast cancer cells circulating in the blood a landing site from where they can grow into metastases. Suppression of LOX may therefore provide a way of blocking bone metastasis, and LOX expression in a tumour could serve as a biomarker for the propensity of a tumour to metastasize to the bone.
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